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Introduction
The Baillieu Government introduced the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2012 (‘the Bill’) on 10 October
2012. The Bill amends the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Act 1995 (‘the Act’). The Bill firstly amends the Act to implement the
joint decision of Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers to introduce a new
R18+ classification for computer games in Australia (at present, the highest
classification for computer games in Australia is MA15+). Secondly, the Bill amends the
Act to allow law enforcement agencies and authorised persons to transmit child
pornography electronically for law enforcement purposes (such as including that
material in intelligence sharing databases).

1. Second Reading Speech
The Attorney-General, the Hon. Robert Clark, gave the second reading speech for the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment
Bill 2012 on 11 October 2012.1 The Attorney-General began his speech by explaining
that the classification of films, publications and computer games in Australia is carried
out under a national scheme, administered by the Classification Board in accordance
with the National Classification Code and relevant classification guidelines.2
He explained that, at present, under the national scheme, computer games can receive
a maximum classification of MA15+ to be lawfully available in Australia. If the content
of a computer game exceeds the MA15+ category, it is categorised as ‘Refused
Classification’.3
The Attorney-General said that the Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers
have been considering the issue – of whether to create an additional higher-level R18+
classification for computer games – for some time, and have sought to strike a balance
between allowing the introduction of the higher classification while continuing to
provide protection against material containing excessive violence.4
He said that the availability of an adult classification will reduce the existing industry
practice of modifying high-level games to conform to the restrictions of the MA15+
category, in order to be legally available in Australia.5 He also said that the introduction
of the new classification recognises that, while historically computer games have been
regarded as being played predominantly by children, generational change has led to an
increased proportion of adult gamers.6

1

Victoria, Legislative Assembly (2012) Debates, Book 15, 11 October, p. 4522.
ibid.
3
ibid.
4
ibid.
5
ibid.
6
ibid.
2
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The Attorney-General stated that the Bill establishes restrictions on R18+ computer
games in Victoria to complement the amended Commonwealth legislation that
establishes the new classification category.7 He gave the following summary of the Bill’s
main provisions in regard to the introduction of the R18+ rating:
The provisions of this bill limit access (including sale, hire and demonstration) of R 18+
computer games to adults and establishes penalties for non-compliance. To the extent
possible within the jurisdiction of the national classification scheme, the bill also
restricts the advertising of R 18+ computer games to circumstances where the
audience is comprised of adults. Finally, the bill updates a number of definitions and
references to reflect the existence of an R 18+ classification for computer games.8

The Attorney-General went on to say that the Bill also ‘facilitates Victoria’s
participation in important national collaborative efforts to improve the enforcement of
child exploitation offences’.9 He explained that seized child exploitation material, which
is ‘typically voluminous’, needs to be categorised and analysed in order to prosecute an
offender. He said that enforcement agencies rely on databases such as the Child
Exploitation Tracking System (CETS) and the Australian National Image Victim Library
(ANVIL), to store and categorise the seized material.10
He said that the databases allow law enforcement agencies to upload and cross check
newly seized material (which often duplicates previously seized child pornography)
with material already on the databases, thereby reducing the need for law enforcement
officers to view and categorise large amounts of distressing content.11 He then
provided the following summary of the relevant provisions in the Bill:
To enable law enforcement agencies to lawfully transmit seized child pornography for
the purposes of inclusion in the CETS and ANVIL databases in Victoria, the bill
establishes a law enforcement exemption from certain on-line transmission offences
contained in the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Act 1995. For example, law enforcement agencies will have an
exemption from sections 57, 57A and 59, which prohibit use of an online transmission
service in the context of objectionable material or child pornography.12

7

ibid.
ibid.
9
ibid.
10
ibid.
11
ibid.
12
ibid., p. 4523.
8
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2. Background
This section of the Research Brief provides background information on the National
Classification Scheme, the classification of computer games under the scheme, and the
developments leading up to the Intergovernmental Agreement to introduce an R18+
classification for computer games. These developments include the Australian
Attorney-General’s Department Discussion Paper, report on stakeholder submissions
and Literature Review on the issue.

The National Classification Scheme
As mentioned by the Attorney-General in the second reading speech, computer games
– along with films and publications – are regulated in Australia by the National
Classification Scheme or ‘NCS’. The NCS is intended to strike a balance between
allowing adults to read, hear and see what they want and community concerns about
high impact content such as violence. The NCS is designed to reflect the principle that
minors should be protected from material likely to harm or disturb them.13
The NCS commenced in 1996 after the Commonwealth, State and Territory
Censorship Ministers entered into the Intergovernmental Agreement on Censorship.14
The Intergovernmental Agreement provides that changes to the NCS must be
considered and jointly agreed to by the Censorship Ministers. The Ministers meet biannually, generally as part of the Standing Council on Law and Justice (formerly the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General or ‘SCAG’) to discuss the operation of the
scheme.15
Under the NCS, the Classification Board (an independent statutory body) is
responsible for classification decisions. The National Classification Code sets out the
principles the Board must follow in making classification decisions. 16 There are also
agreed general criteria for classification categories which are described in the
Classification Guidelines.17 Additionally, there is the Classification Review Board, an

13

Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2009) Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National
Classification Scheme include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer Games, AGD, p. 5, viewed 17
October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Documents/Discussion%20Paper%20-%20computer%20games%20%20R%2018plus%20classification%20category.pdf>.
14 The Intergovernmental Agreement on Censorship is available on the Australian Government
Classification website: Australian Government (2012) ‘Classification in Australia: National Classification
Scheme’, Classification website, Commonwealth of Australia, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.classification.gov.au/ClassificationinAustralia/Pages/NationalClassificationScheme.aspx>.
15 Australian Government (2012) ‘Classification in Australia: National Classification Scheme’, op. cit.
16 See Australian Government (2012) ‘The Code: National Classification Code’, Classification website,
viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.classification.gov.au/ClassificationinAustralia/Legislation/Pages/TheCode.aspx >.
17 See Australian Government (2012) ‘Classification Guidelines’, Classification website, viewed 17
October 2012,
<http://www.classification.gov.au/ClassificationinAustralia/Legislation/Pages/Classificationguidelines.aspx >.
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independent statutory body set up to review decisions made by the Classification
Board.18
Commonwealth Government classification policy comes under the jurisdiction of the
Australian Government Attorney-General’s Department. The Commonwealth
Classification legislation is called the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) Act 1995. The Commonwealth Censorship Minister is the Minister for Home
Affairs.19
In the States and Territories, the Censorship Minister is usually the Attorney-General.
The National Classification System website provides the following outline of the
enforcement role of the States and Territories:
Under the National Classification Scheme the States and Territories are responsible
for the enforcement of classification decisions. Each State and Territory has
classification enforcement legislation to complement the Commonwealth Classification
Act. The enforcement legislation sets out how films, publications and computer games
can be sold, hired, exhibited, advertised and demonstrated in each State or Territory.
Some States and Territories have reserved censorship powers and varying
classification requirements, which are outlined in their legislation.20

The table below shows how the Commonwealth Classification Act, Code and
Guidelines create a scale of classification categories for publications, films and
computer games.
Table 1: Classification Categories under the NCS
Publications

Films

Computer Games

Unrestricted

G (General)
PG (Parental Guidance) – Not
recommended for persons under
15 years without the guidance of
parents or guardians
M (Mature) - Not recommended
for viewing by persons under 15
years
MA15+ (Mature Accompanied) Unsuitable for viewing by persons
under 15
R18+ (Restricted) – unsuitable for
a minor to see

G (General)
PG (Parental Guidance) – Not
recommended for persons under 15
years without the guidance of parents
or guardians
M (Mature) - Not recommended for
viewing or playing by persons under 15
years
MA15+ (Mature Accompanied) Unsuitable for viewing or playing by
persons under 15 years

Category 1 restricted -Unsuitable
for those under 18. May offend
some sections of the adult
community
Category 2 restricted Unsuitable for those under 18.
May offend some sections of the
adult community.

X 18+ (Restricted) - films
containing depictions of actual
sexual activity between consenting
adults and are unsuitable for a
minor to see
RC Refused Classification
RC Refused Classification
Source: Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2009)21

RC Refused Classification

Australian Government (2012) ‘Classification in Australia: National Classification Scheme’, op. cit.
ibid.
20
ibid.
21
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2009) Discussion Paper, op. cit., p. 2.
18
19
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Classification of Computer Games
The Commonwealth Classification Act defines ‘computer game’ to mean ‘a computer
program and any associated data capable of generating a display on a computer
monitor, television screen, liquid crystal display or similar medium that allows the
playing of an interactive game’.22 Although this definition includes games played on a
variety of platforms, a Bill has recently been introduced into the Commonwealth
Parliament to temporarily exempt from this definition (and consequently, from
classification requirements), games that are played wholly on-line or on mobile
devices.23 The exemption will not apply to on-line or mobile phone games that would
likely be refused classification.
As shown in Table 1 above, the highest classification level for a computer game under
the NCS, at present, is Mature Accompanied (MA15+). MA15+ computer games are a
legally restricted category and are unsuitable for persons under 15 years of age. The
absence of an R18+ classification for computer games means that Australia does not
have a classification category restricted to adults. Computer games with content that is
unsuitable for minors must be classified as ‘Refused Classification’ (RC) and may not be
legally sold, hired, exhibited, displayed or advertised in Australia.24
Profile of Computer Game Classification Decisions
In 2011-12, the Classification Board made 827 commercial computer game
classification decisions. Table 2 shows the breakdown of these decisions, by
classification category. The table shows that the number of classification decisions was
highest in the G and PG categories (with 395 and 229 decisions respectively). In
contrast, decisions in the M and MA15+ categories were substantially lower (109 and
91 decisions respectively).

22

Section 5A(1) of the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 (Cth). Section
5A(2) of the Act provides that the meaning of ‘computer game’ also includes ‘A computer program, data
associated with a computer program or a computer program and any associated data that: (a) is capable
of generating new elements or additional levels into a game (the original game) that is a computer game
under subsection (1); and (b) is contained in a device separate from that containing the original game; is
also a computer game.
23
See: Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Amendment (Online Games) Bill 2011
(Cth). This Bill was introduced by the Commonwealth Government in response to concerns from the
Classification Board and industry that the burden of classifying all online and mobile phone games would
be too onerous. If the Bill is passed, the exemption will last for two years and will ‘provide an interim
solution to address concerns… about the legal requirements and obligations for the classification of
games that are playable online and on mobile devices’. Commonwealth of Australia, House of
Representatives (2011) Debates, 12 October, p. 11552. For further information, see: M. Neilsen (2012)
‘Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Amendment (Online Games) Bill 2011’, Bills
Digest no. 130, Canberra, Commonwealth Parliamentary Library, viewed 19 October 2012,
<http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/legislation/billsdgs/1622283/upload_binary/1622283.pdf;file
Type=application%2Fpdf#search=%22legislation/billsdgs/1622283%22>.
24
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2009) Discussion Paper, op. cit. p. 4.
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Table 2: Classification Board’s Decisions on Computer Games, by classification
category, 2011-12
Classification
G
PG
M
MA15+
RC
Total

No. of Classification
Decisions
395
229
109
91
3
827

Source: Classification Board Annual Report 2011-1225

The table also shows that only three commercial computer games were refused
classification (rated RC) in 2011-12. Each of these three computer games received the
RC classification because, under the National Classification Code, the games were
deemed ‘unsuitable for a minor to see or play’.26

Australian Attorney-General’s Department Discussion Paper
The absence of the R18+ classification for computer games in the NCS arose out of
concerns in the mid-1990s about the high-level content of some computer games, the
effects of the interactive nature of computer games on individuals, and the assumption
that the people who play computer games are primarily children.27 Since then, there
has been lengthy debate over whether Australia should introduce an R18+
classification for computer games.28
In December 2009, the Australian Attorney-General’s Department issued a Discussion
Paper entitled ‘Should the Australian National Classification Scheme include an R18+
Classification Category for Computer Games?’29 The Discussion Paper stated that
research commissioned by the Interactive Games and Entertainment Association
indicated that adults are increasingly consumers of computer games and that it is
timely that the Australian Government considered the views of the community on the
matter.30
The Discussion Paper briefly summarised some of the key arguments and asked for
stakeholder submissions to inform consideration of whether the NCS should include

25

Classification Board and Classification Review Board (2012) Annual Reports 2011-12, Canberra,
Commonwealth of Australia, p. 81, viewed 18 October 2012,
<http://www.classification.gov.au/Informationcentre/Annualreports/Documents/ClassificationAnnualRepo
rt11-12.pdf>.
26
ibid. See also: Australian Government (2012) ‘The Code: National Classification Code’, op. cit.
27
Australian Law Reform Commission (2012) Classification-Content Regulation and Convergent Media, Final
Report, ALRC, pp. 56, 157, viewed 18 October 2012,
<http://www.alrc.gov.au/sites/default/files/pdfs/publications/final_report_118_for_web.pdf>.
28
ibid., p. 96.
29
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2009) Discussion Paper, op. cit.
30
ibid., p. 4.
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an R18+ classification for computer games. Arguments against the inclusion of the
higher classification had the following titles:






Computer games should be treated differently from films given the specific,
negative effects of interactivity on players, particularly their participation in
violent and aggressive content.
It would be difficult for parents to enforce age restrictions for computer games.
Minors would be more likely to be exposed to computer games that are
unsuitable for them.
An R18+ for computer games would exacerbate problems associated with
access to high level material in Indigenous communities and by other nonEnglish speaking people.
There is no demonstrated need to change existing restrictions.31

Arguments for the inclusion of the higher rating listed in the Discussion Paper
included:







The R18+ classification category sends a clear, unambiguous message to
parents that the game material is unsuitable for minors.
Consistent classification categories for films and computer games are easier to
understand.
A new classification will supplement technological controls on minors’ access to
age-inappropriate computer games.
Adults should not be prevented from playing R18+ level computer games
simply because they are unsuitable for minors.
Comparable international classification systems have an adult rating for
computer games – international parity is desirable.
Consumers access games which would be R18+ illegally – it would be better if
they were legally available with appropriate restrictions.32

Submissions to the Discussion Paper closed in February 2010 and were summarised in
the Attorney-General’s Department Final Report on the Public Consultation on the Possible
Introduction of an R18+ Classification for Computer Games (November 2010).33

Stakeholder Submissions to Attorney-General’s Department
The Attorney-General’s Department received 58,437 valid submissions to their
Discussion Paper via email, fax, post and from the retailer EB Games and the
organisation ‘Grow Up Australia’. The majority of respondents (98 per cent)
supported the introduction of an R18+ classification for computer games.34 Of all the
submissions received from individuals, 26.9 per cent were received by the organisation
31

See ibid., pp. 6-8 for discussion of these points.
See ibid., pp. 8-11 for discussion of these points.
33
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2010) Final Report on the Public Consultation on the Possible
Introduction of an R18+ Classification for Computer Games, AGD, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/Archive/AnR18ClassificationforComputer
Games.aspx>.
34
ibid., p. 6.
32
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Grow Up Australia and 58.6 per cent were received by retailer EB Games. 35 Of the
submissions received from groups and organisations (community, church and industry
groups), 53 per cent supported the introduction of an R18+ classification and 47 per
cent opposed its introduction.36
In their Final Report on the Public Consultation, the Attorney-General’s Department
categorised submission data to reflect fields within the submission template, such as
respondent’s state, age, gender, frequency and length of game play, and answers to
submission template questions. The Final Report also categorised the detailed
submissions from groups into various themes, such as the under-classification of
computer games, whether there is a link between violence in computer games and in
real life, whether there should be international parity of classification schemes,
enforcement of age restrictions by parents, depictions of women, children and religion
in R18+ games and the challenges presented by the convergence of technologies.
Members are advised to consult the Final Report on the Public Consultation for more
detailed information on the submissions.37
In Support of an R18+ Classification
Submissions in support of an R18+ classification predominantly came from industry,
civil liberty and gaming groups. The main arguments in the submissions of many of
these groups related to inconsistencies in classification categories with films and video
games, inconsistencies with Australian classification categories and other jurisdictions,
civil liberties of adult gamers and a lack of evidence that games are harmful to society.
Submissions from Electronic Frontiers Australia and AusGamers (EFAA), PAL Gaming
Network and EveryonePlays, Fox Interactive Media and the Communications,
Entertainment & Technology Law Committee of NSW Young Lawyers (CET) argued
that the lack of an R18+ classification in Australia led to an under-classification of
computer games, whereby games that may be restricted to adult only sales overseas
are classified as MA15+ in Australia (with or without content changes).38
Many groups, such as PAL Gaming Network and EveryonePlays and Telstra, argued
that the lack of an R18+ classification has created confusion for parents and that
classification parity with films would assist parents to make better decisions as to what
is suitable content for their children. Nonetheless, the majority of the submissions
received in support of R18+ classifications noted that a community education program
would better assist parents in choosing age-appropriate material.

35

Grow Up Australia was established in October 2009 to raise awareness of the R18+ computer games
classification issue.
36
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2010) Final Report on the Public Consultation, op. cit., p. 15.
37
ibid.
38
See Fox Interactive Media (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper:
Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer
Games? December, p. 1, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
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Industry groups, such as Electronic Frontiers Australia and AusGamers, the Australian
Computer Society (ACS), XLAN Inc. and Telstra expressed concern that games which
are refused classification in Australia are bought overseas or imported. For example,
the ACS stated that gamers can import unclassified games which are ‘negatively
impacting the economy’ as ‘these sales are going to offshore suppliers rather than local
retailers’.39 Similarly, XLAN Inc. stated that the introduction of an R18+ classification
will provide a legal means to obtain games which may decrease incentives for game
piracy.40
On the relationship between violence and video games, Media Classifiers’ Association
of Australia (MCAA), XLAN Inc., Interactive Games and Entertainment Association Ltd
(iGEA) argued that there was no conclusive scientific evidence that violence in
computer games causes violence in real life or that violence in video games is more
damaging than violence in films and other media.
Groups concerned with civil liberties and censorship supported the introduction of
R18+ classifications. Watch on Censorship stated in their submission that ‘the lack of
an R18+ Classification is arguably in breach of the human right to freedom of
expression’ and that not having an R18+ classification for games failed the National
Classification Code that ‘adults should be able to read, hear and see what they want’.41
Many submissions also referred to the changing demographics of video game
consumers with the average age of game-players in Australia being 30 years old.42
Against an R18+ Classification
The main groups that are opposed to the introduction of an R18+ Classifications
category for video games are community, church and family groups. The main areas of
concern for these groups are the protection of young people from violent content,
39

Australian Computer Society (2009) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper:
Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer
Games? December, p. 4, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
40
XLAN Inc. (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper: Should the
Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer Games?
December, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
41
Watch on Censorship (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper:
Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer
Games? December, viewed 17 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
42
For example see Electronic Frontiers Australia and AusGamers (2010) Submission to the AttorneyGeneral’s Department, Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an
R18+ Classification Category for Computer Games? December, p. 3, viewed 19 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx> and Telstra (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s
Department, Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+
Classification Category for Computer Games? December, viewed 19 October 2012
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
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difficulties for parents preventing their children from accessing inappropriate material,
violent video games promoting violent behaviour and damaging depictions of women in
video games.
The main objections to an R18+ classification relate to the protection of children and
the impact of media violence on the young. Many submissions cited research that video
games can promote aggressive and anti-social behaviour in game-players. FamilyVoice
(previously known as Festival of Light), cited research arguing that due to the level of
interactivity, violence in computer games has a greater impact than films and other
media since the player often identifies with the aggressor, rehearses the sequence of
aggression and the proportion of the game devoted to violence is higher than for most
films.43
Organisations concerned with the welfare of children, such as the Australian Council
on Children and the Media, Commissioners for Children and Young People and Child
Guardians, and the Commissioner for Children (Tasmania) have opposed the
introduction of an R18+ classification category with the view that such a change would
increase the risk of children’s exposure to material likely to harm or disturb them and
that it is difficult for parents and carers to regulate children’s access to inappropriate
computer games.44 Likewise, the Presbyterian Church (Victoria) argued that parental
locks and filters may be seen by underage gamers as ‘another code to break’.45 Other
church groups, such as the Australian Christian Lobby, also expressed concern on this
issue noting: ‘International research shows that ‘adult’ games find their way into the
hands of children despite the best efforts of parents to protect them from harmful and
violent gaming content’.46
Organisations concerned with the representation of women in society, such as
Endeavour Forum, Women’s Health Victoria and Catholic Women’s League Australia
have stated that it is in the public interest that there should not be an R18+
classification category, as such computer games ‘serve to perpetuate violence43

FamilyVoice (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper: Should the
Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer Games?
December, viewed 15 October 2012
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
44
For example see Commissioner for Children Tasmania (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s
Department, Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+
Classification Category for Computer Games? December, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
45
Presbyterian Church (Victoria) (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion
Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for
Computer Games? December, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
46
Australian Christian Lobby (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department, Discussion Paper:
Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category for Computer
Games? December, p. 6, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
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supportive attitudes within our community, and desensitise gamers to the impact and
consequences of violence’.47 Pat Gartlan, Convenor for the Catholic Women’s League
(Tasmania) cited examples of content in video games, which included: running down
and killing pedestrians, raping a mother and her two daughters, blowing oneself up in a
market, cutting people in half, drug use and killing a prostitute to recover the fee one
just paid her.48
The Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia (SSAA) also opposed the introduction
of an R18+ classification category for computer games. In their submission, they
referred to research linking violent video games and aggressive behaviour and cite
examples of school shootings and massacres in which the perpetrators have later been
found to have been influenced by video games and obtained guns illegally. They cited
research from the Australian Institute of Criminology that, more often than not, those
who perpetrate violent crimes do so without possessing a firearms licence and use an
unregistered gun.49 The SSAA are concerned that violent crimes may result in a
legislative response which further restricts firearms, limiting the rights of recreational
shooters.50

Attorney-General’s Department Literature Review
Almost a year after the Australian Attorney-General’s Department published its
Discussion Paper, it released a Literature Review into whether there is a link between
playing violent computer games and aggressive behaviour. Notably, the Literature
Review uses the term ‘violent video games’ or ‘VVGs’ in place of ‘violent computer
games’.
The overall conclusion of this 50 page publication was that ‘research into the effects of
VVGs on aggression is contested and inconclusive.’51

47

M. Beaumont, Women’s Health Victoria (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department,
Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category
for Computer Games? December, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
48
Catholic Women’s League (Tasmania) (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s Department,
Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+ Classification Category
for Computer Games? December, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
49
Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia (SSAA) (2010) Submission to the Attorney-General’s
Department, Discussion Paper: Should the Australian National Classification Scheme Include an R18+
Classification Category for Computer Games? December, p. 2, viewed 15 October 2012,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Consultationsreformsandreviews/Pages/R18ClassificationforComputerGamesSub
missionsfromOrganisationsorGroups.aspx>.
50
ibid.
51
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2010) Literature Review on the Impact of Playing Violent
Video Games on Aggression, AGD, viewed 11 October 2012, p. 5,
<http://www.ag.gov.au/Documents/Literature%20Review%20-%20VVGs%20and%20Aggression%20%20November%202010.PDF>.
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Although there has long been a school of research (referred to in the Literature
Review as ‘causationists’) which links VVGs with aggressive behaviour, there is also an
opposing school of research (referred to in the literature as ‘critics of causationists’)
that is critical of this research.
The causationists are mainly comprised of a group of US based psychologists who have
conducted quantitative research to determine a direct cause between VVGs and their
aggressive effects on players. The critics of causationists are derived from multiple
disciplines including cultural and media studies, sociology, ethnography and psychology.
Their approach is mainly qualitative and they focus on context and ‘tend to look at the
player’s interpretation of game content and a range of social, economic, cultural and
even biological factors’.52
Research Linking VVGs and Aggressive Behaviour
According to Barlett and Anderson53 there has been a wealth of scientific research that
has been conducted for over two decades, using a multitude of research designs
including empirical, experimental, longitudinal and meta-analytic techniques that
consistently link media violence exposure and aggressive behaviour. They state that:
Although the results from one study do not allow researchers to conclude with 100%
certainty that violent video games cause aggression, the accumulation of studies from
different laboratories, using different research designs, and different video games all
come to similar conclusions. Thus, media violence researchers can state with
confidence that media violence does cause aggression.54

The Literature Review noted Anderson’s 2010 meta-analysis55 which involved ‘vast’
numbers of studies and participants, and is regarded as the ‘pinnacle of the debate so
far’, which established a small to moderate risk factor in later aggressive behaviour, ‘at
least in the short term’. This was described in the Literature Review as ‘a cause for
concern’ because VVGs are played repeatedly by large parts of the community. 56
Issues With the VVG Research
The Literature Review, however, then raised the following issues with the VVG
research by causationists.



the divided nature of the literature, which is embroiled in a larger social and political
controversy
the contested definitions and measures of ‘aggression’ and ‘violent video games’

52

ibid. p. 6.
C. Barlett & C. Anderson (2009) ‘Violent Video Games and Public Policy’, in T. Bevc & H. Zapf (eds)
Wie wir spielen, was wir werden: Computerspiele in unserer Gesellschaft. Konstanz: UVK Verlagsgesellschaft,
p. 227.
54
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2010) Literature Review, op. cit., p. 14.
55
C. Anderson et al. (2010) ‘Violent Video Game Effects on Aggression, Empathy and Prosocial Behavior
in Eastern and Western Countries: A Meta-Analytic Review,’ Psychological Bulletin, vol. 136, iss. 2, pp.
151-173.
56
Australian Attorney-General’s Department (2010) Literature Review, op. cit., p. 5.
53
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that insufficient attention has been directed at third variables which may explain some
of the effect [such as aggressive personality, family and peer influence, socio-economic
status]
that the strongest evidence has been found for short term VVG effects, and
conclusions regarding long term effects have not been as strong
that there is little evidence there is any difference in the effect of VVGs on children,
adolescents and young adults
that some studies appear to show games featuring cartoonish violence are just as
harmful as games featuring realistic violence, and
there is no conclusive evidence that VVGs are more harmful than other violent
media.57

The Outcome of Inquiries – Causal Link Between VVGs and Aggressive Behaviour
Are Inconclusive
Whenever a shooting incident takes place where the perpetrator is a player of VVGs,
such as the Columbine High School shootings in 1999 and most recently with the 2011
Norwegian Breivik case, (where he claimed in court that he ‘trained’ using VVGs), the
issue of VVGs and violence comes under public scrutiny.
A comprehensive report by the United States Secret Service and United States
Department of Education published in 2002, found that of the 41 perpetrators it
examined, only 12 per cent had ‘some interest’ in VVGs. No useful or accurate profile
for school shooters was established.58
As a consequence of school shootings, nine jurisdictions in the United States
introduced legislation banning the sale of certain VVGs to minors. All were overturned
as unconstitutional because of their inconsistency with the First Amendment right to
free speech. Notably, every judicial review of VVG literature found ‘that causal links
between VVGs and aggressive behaviour are inconclusive, and have expressed
misgivings with the research of the causationist researchers’.59
The Literature Review concluded that:
Significant harmful effects from VVGs have not been persuasively proven or disproven.
There is some consensus that VVGs may be harmful to certain populations, such as
people with aggressive and psychotic personality traits. Overall, most studies have
consistently shown a small statistical effect of VVG exposure on aggressive behaviour,
but there are problems with these findings that reduce their policy relevance. Overall, as
illustrated in this review, research into the effects of VVGs on aggression is contested
and inconclusive.60

57

ibid., p. 12.
ibid.
59
ibid., p. 13.
60
ibid., p. 42.
58
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Intergovernmental Agreement to Introduce R18+ Classification
for Computer Games
Following the Attorney-General’s Department public consultation and Literature
Review, Commonwealth, State and Territory Censorship Ministers reached inprinciple agreement on the introduction of an R18+ classification of computer games
at the July 2011 meeting of the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General.61
At the Commonwealth level, the Minister for Home Affairs and the Minister for
Justice, the Hon. Jason Clare, introduced the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) Amendment (R18+ Computer Games) Bill 2012 on 15 February
2012. The Commonwealth Bill, after passing both houses, was assented to on 6 July
2012.
Following the passage of the Commonwealth Bill, each state and territory needs to
pass complementary legislation to enable the classification to be operational and
effective, by its commencement date on 1 January 2013.62
Additionally, Mr Clare announced the release of new Guidelines for the Classification
of Computer Games on 12 September 2012.63 Censorship Ministers had agreed – after
making the decision to implement the R18+ classification for computer games at the
July 2011 SCAG meeting – to the separation of the existing Classification Guidelines
(which cover both film and computer games) to create standalone Guidelines for
computer games.64 The new Guidelines will commence operation on 1 January 2013, in
line with the commencement date of the new R18+ classification for computer
games.65 The new Guidelines for the computer game classification categories of
MA15+, R18+ and RC are reproduced in an appendix to this Research Brief.

61

Australian Law Reform Commission (2012) op. cit., p. 34; Standing Committee of Attorneys-General
(2011) ‘Censorship’, SCAG website, viewed 22 October 2012,
<http://www.scag.gov.au/lawlink/SCAG/ll_scag.nsf/pages/scag_censorship>.
62
M. Biddington (2012) ‘Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Amendment (R18+
Computer Games) Bill 2012’, Bills Digest, No. 129, Commonwealth Parliamentary Library, pp. 3, 7,
viewed 18 October 2012,
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/bd/bd1112a/12bd129>.
63
J. Clare (Minister for Home Affairs and Justice) (2012) ‘New Computer Game Guidelines Finalised’,
Media Release, 12 September, Australian Government, viewed 19 October 2012,
<http://www.ministerhomeaffairs.gov.au/Mediareleases/Pages/2012/Third%20Quarter/12September2012Newcomputergameguidelinesfinalised.aspx>.
64
Australian Government (2012) ‘New Guidelines for the Classification of Computer Games’,
Classification website, viewed 19 October 2012,
<http://www.classification.gov.au/Informationcentre/Pages/NewGuidelinesfortheClassificationofCompute
rGames.aspx>.
65
ibid.
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3. The Bill
This section of the Research Brief provides an overview of the main provisions of the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment
Bill 2012. For a description of the Bill in its entirety readers are directed to consult the
Explanatory Memorandum.

Part 1 – Preliminary
Clause 1 outlines the purpose of the Bill:
The purpose of this Act is to amend the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Act 1995—
a) to provide for offences relating to computer games with an R18+ classification;
and
b) to establish penalties for offences relating to computer games with an R18+
classification; and
c) to provide an exemption for law enforcement personnel and other authorised
persons from certain offences under that Act.

Clause 2 is the commencement provision. The clause provides that the Act, except
Part 2, will become operational on the day after the day on which the Act receives
Royal Assent. Part 2, which includes the amendments relating to R18+ computer
games, will commence on 1 January 2013.

Part 2 – Amendments Relating to R18+ Computer Games
Clause 4 proposes to insert new section 36A - R18+ computer games - into the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement) Act (‘the Act’).
This new section will provide that a person must not demonstrate an R18+ computer
game in a public place unless: all of the determined markings66 are exhibited before the
computer game can be played; and entry to the place is restricted to adults. The
penalty for an offence against this new section will be 10 penalty units ($1,408.40)
Clause 5 of the Bill amends section 38 of the Act to make it an offence to
demonstrate, so that it can be seen from a public place, a computer game classified as
R18+ or an unclassified computer game that would be, if classified, R18+. The penalty
for this offence will be 40 penalty units ($5,633.60).
Clause 6 will amend section 39 of the Act. Under existing section 39 it is an offence to
provide a private demonstration, in the presence of a minor, of a computer game
classified as RC, or an unclassified computer game which would be classified as RC.
Clause 6 will amend section 39 so that the offence will also apply to private
66

‘Determined markings’ for computer games are outlined in the Classification (Markings for Films and
Computer Games) Determination 2007. Markings include, but are not limited to, the classification
character, classification symbol and classification description of the computer game. Under the
Determination, classification markings on computer games must adhere to specific requirements
regarding position, colour, font, format etc.
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demonstrations, in the presence of a minor, of computer games classified as R18+, or
unclassified games which would be classified as R18+.
Further, clause 6 will provide that the penalty for an offence under section 39 involving
R18+ computer games will be 40 penalty units ($5,633.60). The clause will also
increase the penalty for an offence against section 39 involving RC computer games
from the current fine of 20 penalty units ($2,816.80) to a fine of 240 penalty units
($33,801.60) or two years imprisonment. The Explanatory Memorandum specifies that
the increased penalty for RC games is consistent with ‘penalties relating to RC material
more broadly’.67
Clause 7 will amend section 41 of the Act to create a penalty for keeping unclassified
computer games that are subsequently classified as R18+ on any premises where
classified computer games are sold or demonstrated. The penalty will be a fine not
exceeding 120 penalty units ($16,900.80) or a term of imprisonment not exceeding
one year.
Clause 8 will amend section 42 of the Act which relates to the sale or delivery of
certain computer games to minors. New subsection (1A) will state:
(1A) A person must not sell or deliver to a minor a computer game classified R18+, or
an unclassified computer game which would, if classified, be classified R18+, unless the
person is a parent or guardian of the minor.
Penalty: 60 penalty units or imprisonment for 6 months.

Clause 8 will also insert two defences to prosecution for an offence against new
subsection (1A). These defences will be: that the minor produced acceptable proof of
age before the accused sold or delivered the computer game and the accused believed
on reasonable grounds that the minor was an adult; in the case of the delivery of an
R18+ computer game, that the minor was employed by the accused and the delivery
took place in the course of that employment.
Clause 9 of the Bill amends section 44 of the Act that relates to leaving computer
games in certain places. The amendment will insert references to R18+ computer
games into the section so that it will be an offence to leave an R18+ computer game,
or an unclassified game which if classified would be R18+, in a public place or in private
premises without the occupier’s permission. The penalty for such an offence will be
120 penalty units ($16,900.80) or imprisonment for one year.
Clause 10 amends section 45 of the Act that relates to possession or copying of
computer games for the purpose of sale or demonstration. The amendment will create
penalties for: possessing an unclassified game that is subsequently classified as R18+
with the intention of selling or demonstrating the game; and copying an unclassified
game that is subsequently classified as R18+ with the intention of selling or

67

Explanatory Memorandum, Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement)
Amendment Bill 2012, p. 2.
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demonstrating the game or the copy. The penalty for each of these offences will be
120 penalty units ($16,900.80) or imprisonment for one year.
Clauses 11 to 14 of the Bill will amend Part 5 – Advertisements – of the Act. In
summary, these amendments will prohibit: the screening, in a public place, of an
advertisement for an R18+ computer game during the screening of a film, unless the
film is also classified R18+ (clause 11); the screening of an advertisement for an R18+
computer game, or for an unclassified computer game that is subsequently classified as
R18+, in a public place or so that it can be seen from a public place (clause 12); 68 the
sale of films (such as DVDs) that include an advertisement for an R18+ computer game
unless the film is also rated R18+ (clause 13); and the sale of computer games with an
advertisement for an R18+ computer game, unless the computer game is also rated
R18+ (clause 14). The purpose of clauses 11, 13 and 14 is to ensure that minors are
protected from adult content when viewing or purchasing a film or computer game
with a lower classification.

Part 3 – Amendments Relating to Law Enforcement Exemption
Part 6 of the Act relates to on-line information services. Section 56 of the Act defines
an on-line information service as, ‘a service which permits, through a communication
system, on-line computer access to or transmission of data or computer programs’.
Clauses 18, 19 and 20 of the Bill will provide exemptions for specific persons from
certain offences established under Part 6 of the Act. Persons exempted under these
clauses will include:




A member or officer of a law enforcement agency; or
A person authorised in writing by the Chief Commissioner of Police who is
assisting a member or officer; or
A person belonging to a class of persons authorised in writing by the Chief
Commissioner of Police who is assisting a member or officer.69

The exemptions will apply when these persons are engaging in the prohibited conduct
in the exercise or performance of a power, function or duty conferred or imposed on
the person by the Classification Act, another Act or the common law.
The exemptions relate to the offences established under the following sections of the
Act:


Section 57 which prohibits the use of an on-line information service to publish or
transmit, or make available for transmission, objectionable material;70

68

This prohibition is not contravened if the advertisement is screened: during the exhibition of a film
rated R18+; or in a restricted publications area.
69
Explanatory Memorandum, Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement)
Amendment Bill 2012, p. 6.
70
According to section 56 of the Act, objectionable material includes: an objectionable publication; an
objectionable film; a computer game that (i) depicts sex, crime, cruelty, drug misuse or addiction,
violence or abhorrent phenomena in such a way that it offends against standards generally accepted by
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Section 57A which prohibits the use of an on-line information service to publish or
transmit, or make available for transmission, objectionable material that constitutes
child pornography; and
Section 59 which prohibits the publication of an advertisement, or the use of an
on-line information service to publish or make available an advertisement, that
objectionable material is available for on-line access.

As stated in the second reading speech, the purpose of these exemptions is to ‘enable
law enforcement agencies to lawfully transmit seized child pornography for the
purposes of inclusion in the CETS and ANVIL databases in Victoria’.71

reasonable adults to the extent that it should not be classified or (ii) incites, promotes or provides
instruction in matters of crime or violence or (iii) is classified, or would be classified, RC.
71
Victoria, Legislative Assembly (2012) op. cit., p. 4523.
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4. Other Jurisdictions
This section of the Research Brief outlines the status of complementary legislation
being introduced in Australian states and territories to regulate R18+ computer games.
As a point of comparison, the section will also provide an overview of the regulation of
adult computer games in several overseas jurisdictions (United States, Canada, United
Kingdom and New Zealand).

Australian States and Territories
As previously stated, the passage of the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) Bill 2012 by the Australian Parliament requires the states and
territories to pass complementary legislation within their own jurisdictions. Below is a
list of state and territory jurisdictions which provides the current status at the time
this Research Brief was produced. Thus far, the ACT and NSW are the only
jurisdictions that have passed the complementary legislation.

New South Wales
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Amendment
(R18+ Computer Games) Bill 2012 passed the NSW Parliament 19/9/2012.
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Amendment (R18+
Computer Games) Act 2012 No 65, amends Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) Enforcement Act 1995 (NSW).

Queensland
Not yet introduced.

South Australia

Classification (Publication, Films and Computer Games) (R18+ Computer Games)
Amendment Bill 2012
Introduced in the House of Assembly on 19/9/2012, Second Reading moved 20/9/2012

Western Australia
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Amendment Bill
2012 Referred to Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review 19/09/2012

Tasmania
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Amendment Bill
2012
Introduced in the House of Assembly on 21/8/2012, Second Reading moved 28/8/2012

ACT

Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Amendment Bill
2012 passed the ACT Parliament 23/8/2012
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Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Act 2012
A2012-44, amends Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement)
Act 1995 (ACT).

Northern Territory
Not yet introduced.

Overseas Jurisdictions
United States
The United States does not have legally enforceable prohibitions on the supply of
unclassified computer games or on the supply of classified computer games in breach
of their classification.
The classification of computer games in the US is undertaken by an independent
industry body, the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB). The ESRB’s
classifications include an Adults Only (AO) rating. On-line enabled games rated by the
ESRB contain a notice: ‘Online Interactions Not Rated by the ESRB’ to alert players
about possible exposure to user-generated content that could not be considered in
the rating.72 Classification of computer games is voluntary, however, as major retailers
have agreed to sell classified games only, most game developers submit their games for
classification.73
The ESRB Retail Council is a partnership between the ratings body and national
computer game retailers.74 Retail members of the Council (which include Amazon,
Walmart, Toys ‘R’ Us, Kmart and Target) can agree to adhere to the ESRB’s Ratings
Education and Enforcement Code. The Code commits retail members to use their
‘best efforts’ to enforce store policies not to sell or rent AO computer games to
children aged under 18.75
In 2011, a Californian state law that restricted the sale of ‘violent video games’ to
minors was overturned by the US Supreme Court. The Court ruled that computer
games qualified for First Amendment (freedom of expression) protection. The ruling
specified that computer games were similar to books, plays and movies (which are
protected under the First Amendment) as they ‘communicate ideas through familiar
literary devices and features distinctive to the medium’. Further to this, the Court
stated that the basic principles of freedom of speech do not vary with a different
communication medium.76

72

Entertainment Software Rating Board (2012) ‘ESRB Rating and Content Descriptor Guide’, ESRB
website, viewed 19 October 2012, <http://www.esrb.org/ratings/ratings_guide.jsp>.
73
Australian Law Reform Commission (2012) op. cit., p. 383.
74
Entertainment Software Rating Board (2006) ‘ESRB Retail Council “Ratings and Enforcement Code”’,
ESRB website, viewed 17 October 2012, <http://www.esrb.org/retailers/index.jsp>.
75
Entertainment Software Rating Board (2012) ‘ESRB Retail Council’, ESRB website, viewed 17 October
2012, <http://www.esrb.org/retailers/retail_council.jsp>.
76
Brown v Entertainment Merchants Association 131 S Ct 2729 (2011).
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Canada

In Canada, computer game classification is the responsibility of individual provinces and
territories. Many provinces have adopted the ESRB classification system used in the
United States.77 The legal enforceability of classifications varies between provinces.
Some provinces, such as Ontario, legally enforce a prohibition on the sale of classified
games in breach of their classification.78

United Kingdom

Under section 9 of the Video Recordings Act 1984, it is an offence to supply unclassified
computer games in the UK. However, some computer games are exempt from
classification. These include games that are substantially designed to be informative,
educational or instructive or are concerned with religion, music or sport. 79 In addition,
games available online only (to play or download) are not covered by the Video
Recordings Act. 80
Most computer games requiring classification (except those with strong pornographic
content) are rated by a statutory body, the Video Standards Council, using the Pan
European Games Information (PEGI) classification system. The PEGI system includes an
adult ‘18’ rating which is given to games when ‘the level of violence reaches a stage
where it becomes gross violence and/or includes elements of specific types of
violence’.81
The classification of computer games with strong pornographic content is the
responsibility of the British Board of Film Classification. The Board may give such
games a restricted 18 classification (18R).82 Games rated 18R can only be supplied in
licensed sex shops and cannot be supplied by mail order.83
As well as prohibiting the supply of unclassified computer games, the Video Recordings
Act also prohibits the supply of a classified computer game in breach of its
classification.84

77

Australian Law Reform Commission (2012) op. cit., p. 387.
ibid., p. 388. See also: Film Classification Act 2005 (Ontario), s 12.
79
Video Standards Council (date unknown) Guide to the Video Recordings Act 1984, London, VSC, viewed
19 October 2012, <http://www.videostandards.org.uk/VSC/downloads.html>.
80
Video Standards Council (2012) ‘Online Video Games’, VSC website, viewed 18 October 2012,
<http://www.videostandards.org.uk/gra/rating/online.html>.
81
Video Standards Council (date unknown) Guide to the Video Recordings Act 1984, op. cit.
82
British Board of Film Classification (2012) ‘Video Games’, BBFC website, viewed 18 October 2012,
<http://www.bbfc.co.uk/customers/video-games/>.
83
Video Recordings Act, s 12.
84
ibid., s 11.
78
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New Zealand

Under section 8 of the Films, Videos, and Publications Classification Act 1993, computer
games are exempt from classification requirements in New Zealand unless they contain
restricted content. The New Zealand Office of Film and Literature Classification,
currently requires the following types of computer games to be submitted for
classification: computer games restricted (classified as MA15+) in Australia; computer
games refused classification in Australia or Britain; computer games classified 15, 18 or
18R in Britain; and those containing restricted content under New Zealand law.85
Under sections 125 and 126 of the Films, Videos and Publications Classification Act, it
is prohibited to supply or exhibit a computer game in breach of its classification
without knowledge (s 125) or with knowledge (s 126).

85

NZ Office of Film and Literature Classification (2012) ‘Classifying Video Games’, OFLC website,
viewed 18 October 2012, <http://www.censor.org.nz/how-censorship-works/games/classifying-videogames.html>. Online computer games that are hosted in New Zealand are also covered by the
classification laws. See: NZ Office of Film and Literature Classification (2012) ‘Classifying Online Games’,
OFLC website, viewed 19 October 2012, <http://www.censor.org.nz/how-censorshipworks/games/classifying-online-games.html>.
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Appendix 1
Classification Guidelines for Computer Games Rated MA15+,
R18+ and RC86
MA15+ - MATURE ACCOMPANIED
Impact test
The impact of material classified MA15+ should be no higher than strong.
Note: Material classified MA15+ is considered unsuitable for persons under 15 years of age. It is a
legally restricted category.

Classifiable elements
THEMES
The treatment of strong themes should be justified by context.
VIOLENCE
Violence should be justified by context.
Strong and realistic violence should not be frequent or unduly repetitive.
Sexual violence, implied or otherwise, is not permitted.
SEX
Sexual activity may be implied.
Sexual activity must not be related to incentives or rewards.
LANGUAGE
Strong coarse language may be used.
Aggressive or strong coarse language should be infrequent, and not exploitative or offensive.
DRUG USE
Drug use should be justified by context.
Drug use related to incentives or rewards is not permitted.
Interactive illicit or proscribed drug use is not permitted.
NUDITY
Nudity should be justified by context.
Nudity must not be related to incentives or rewards.

R18+ - RESTRICTED
Impact test
The impact of material classified R18+ should not exceed high.
Note: Material classified R18+ is legally restricted to adults. Some material classified R18+ may be
offensive to sections of the adult community.

86

Australian Government (2012) ‘New Guidelines for the Classification of Computer Games’ op. cit.
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Classifiable elements
THEMES
There are virtually no restrictions on the treatment of themes.
VIOLENCE
Violence is permitted. High impact violence that is, in context, frequently gratuitous,
exploitative and offensive to a reasonable adult will not be permitted.
Actual sexual violence is not permitted.
Implied sexual violence that is visually depicted, interactive, not justified by context or related
to incentives or rewards is not permitted.
SEX
Depictions of actual sexual activity are not permitted.
Depictions of simulated sexual activity may be permitted.
Depictions of simulated sexual activity that are explicit and realistic are not permitted.
LANGUAGE
There are virtually no restrictions on language.
DRUG USE
Drug use is permitted.
Drug use related to incentives and rewards is not permitted.
Interactive illicit or proscribed drug use that is detailed and realistic is not permitted.
NUDITY
Nudity is permitted.

RC REFUSED CLASSIFICATION
Dr

Note: Computer games that exceed the R18+ classification category will be Refused Classification.
Computer games will be refused classification if they include or contain any of the following:
CRIME OR VIOLENCE
Detailed instruction or promotion in matters of crime or violence.
The promotion or provision of instruction in paedophile activity.
Descriptions or depictions of child sexual abuse or any other exploitative or offensive
descriptions or depictions involving a person who is, or appears to be, a child under 18 years.
Depictions of:
(i) violence with a very high degree of impact which are excessively frequent, prolonged,
detailed or repetitive;
(ii) cruelty or realistic violence which are very detailed and which have a very high impact;
(iii) actual sexual violence.
Implied sexual violence related to incentives and rewards.
SEX
Depictions of actual sexual activity are not permitted.
Depictions of simulated sexual activity that are explicit and realistic are not permitted.
Depictions of practices such as bestiality.
Gratuitous, exploitative or offensive depictions of:
(i) activity accompanied by fetishes or practices which are offensive or abhorrent;
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(ii) incest fantasies or other fantasies which are offensive or abhorrent.
DRUG USE
Detailed instruction in the use of proscribed drugs.
Material promoting or encouraging proscribed drug use.
Computer games will also be Refused Classification if they contain:
(i) illicit or proscribed drug use related to incentives or rewards;
(ii) interactive drug use which is detailed and realistic.
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